DESIGNS
We are a Polish producer of aluminium modular systems that allow us to create top of the range
elements of a garden architecture: fence panels, gates, wicket gates and garbage enclosure roofings. All
Zalu products are made of powder coated aluminium what guarantees high resistance to weather
conditions as well as unique aesthetics. A fence is an essential element of every premises therefore we
scrutinize every detail by subjecting it to a thorough quality control.
ZALU team consists of engineers, designers and technologists who specialize in aluminium machining.
Every project is supported by an engineering and sales department that takes care of information flow
and fosters a balance between technology and business. Everybody works with an engagement and
passion concentrating all his efforts and attention on clientʼs satisfaction. We have invited several
distributors to liaise with us. They will handle your project comprehensively , from making
measurements to a professional assembly.
We are proud to present you with a dozen of sample projects of fences manufactured by ZALU company.
We do hope that they will become an inspiration for your own ideas. We offer you our support and a
professional advice on every stage of a projectʼs realization. Contact with our local distributors. Thanks
to their knowledge and experience you will get an outstanding and cutting edge fence that will stand
out from the crowd. As a producer we guarantee top quality that will ensure a peace of mind for a
lifetime.
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BERLIN

Horizontal aluminium profiles of 150mm height with a gap of 30mm. We
have in our offer profiles corrugated on one side of 158mm. Powder coated
fence in RAL 9006 color metalized structure. Aluminium fence in
comparison with a steel fence or a forged one is extremely light. It makes
it easy to transport and assemble.
Aluminium is a very malleable material that can be easily shaped into any
form. The same applies to a colour scheme and a final outcome. ZALU has
its own powder paint shop which allows every single client to choose any
colour from RAL palette he wishes. Our own paint shop provides us with a
full control of the production process till the last step. We can touch and
view a ready product that is finally installed in your premises.
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RIO

Aluminium vertical profiles anchored to the ground of 50x50mm with a gap
of 60mm between profiles. Lightweight and elegant profiles emerging right
out of the ground is one of the most popular designs in ZALU offer. Powder
coated profiles with RAL 7016 colour metalized structure.
Modular construction means that all elements of a fence are fixed together.
There is no even a single welded element. That limits, almost to zero a
possibility of corrosion.
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NAIROBI

Horizontal aluminium profiles of 40mm to 90mm. Lack of gaps between
profiles. Powder coated elements in RAL 9006 colour metalized structure.
Alternate use of smooth and corrugated profiles adds a diversity what
combined with a Spanish landscape created an atmospheric composition.
ZALU profiles are equipped with a tongue and groove joint, what ensures
durability and high aesthetics.
The fence was installed in a Spanish city Alicante where temperatures can
reach 40°C. It is an another proof that a material used to produce a fence
has an incredible meaning when it comes to a harmful influence of weather
conditions such as high temperatures.
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HELSINKI

Horizontal aluminium profiles of 100mm with gaps between profiles of
approx. 30mm. Powder coated in RAL 7016 colour metalized structure. We
have also installed interjacent aluminium posts that provide an additional
support for a fence construction between posts made of concrete fittings.
Wickets have been equipped with concealers of vertical gaps between a
construction of a wicket gate and concrete blocks. That makes hinges and
electric strikes invisible.
ZALU modular scheme and jointless technology create a solid and aesthetic
gardening system. It allows for a quick and efficient assembly, reducing at
the same time project costs significantly. An additional advantage is a fact
that ZALU fences are designed and produced to a custom dimensions. It
matches perfectly surrounding buildings and provides our clients with a
piece of mind for years.
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BOGOTA

Aluminium profiles corrugated on one side of 198mm with minimum gaps
between profiles of 20mm. Powder painted fence in RAL 7016 colour
metalized structure. Powder coated surface refines, protects a surface of
aluminium profiles as well as secures ideally a fence against harmful
consequences of weather conditions. Aluminium is an exceptionally robust
material that doesnʼt go through the process of warpage. It is able to resist
UV light, wind and rain.
Aluminium can be machined with high accuracy and as a malleable
material is less vulnerable to mechanical damage. Lower weight maximizes
userʼs comfort and extends lifetime of its components. Aluminium used for
a production of fences can be fully recyclable. It is also environmentally
friendly. Aluminium fences are not only lightweight but also solid and
durable.
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PALERMO

Aluminium horizontal profiles of 50mm with a gap of approx. 20mm.
Powder coated with RAL 7016 colour metalized structure. In our offer we
also have 40mm profiles corrugated on one side.
Narrow profiles PALERMO fit in perfectly with concrete blocks. Make the
whole design lightweight and sophisticated.
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RIO+BERLIN

Fence, gate and a wicket gate should create a one coherent unit that will
distinguish your premises. A combination of RIO and Berlin makes it a
stable and elegant composition. The main aim of a fence is not only to
safeguard your property but also to have a peep into your garden. A cutting
edge fence is characterized by a simplicity and a neutral colour scheme.
Many investors choose fancy hues of grey to add nobility to a fence. A
simple arrangement of elements and homogeneous colour scheme make
an aluminium fence a timeless product. Modular system ZALU gives our
clients a possibility of designing a dream composition. Aesthetics is not the
only thing that matters but also functionality that you appreciate during
daily activities.
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Distributor’s contact details

Zalu.pl
facebook.com/ZALUogrodzenia

ZALU sp. z o.o.
Production Facility
Osiedle Niewiadów 49
97-225 Ujazd, Poland

